Industrial Region: Evolutionary and Innovational Ways of Creation of Competitive Advantages
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Abstract

The paper presents competitiveness of the region as a dynamically-oriented system with a specific definition of objectives and adaptive “internal” environment. The long-term dynamics of competitiveness “external” environment is related with the theory of “major cycles” by N. D. Kondratyev through a contradictory influence of the “state” and “development” factors on the territorial productive powers with specified “growth points” and development stages. Structural model of competitiveness of the region is presented as interactive “center of perspectives” and “productive periphery” with effective feedback. Algorithm of transition from the basic competitiveness to the growth one based on qualitative and quantitative changes in efficiency of applied labour under multiple influences is specified in the paper. Possible formation of the regional competitiveness by evolutionary and innovational ways in terms of industrial region with intended effects from specific implementation of competitive advantages is shown herein.
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1. Introduction

Competitiveness of the territory means ability to compete with the other regions for limited resources and ways of utilizing them, for access to the national and world markets. Use of microeconomics competitiveness machinery in the regional science (Isard, 1960) gave impulse to federalism economics as competitiveness of different authorities (Tiebout, 1956), some subjects of the social sector theory (Stiglitz, 1988) and new federalism (Qian & Weingast, 1996).

Cluster of definitions “competitiveness of the region” in Russian scientific literature restricts the phenomenon to interrelated features: dynamics and specific position in domestic and foreign markets (Novoselov, 1996); efficiency of utilization of regional resources and possibility to ensure production of competitive goods and services (Merkushev, 2004); ability of state and market institutions to create effective mechanisms to transform comparative advantages into competitive ones (Kovalenko, 2005); readiness to adapt and change conditions, to search and protect local competitive advantages, to support and improve positions of the regional economy in global competitiveness. Approach with the key role of innovative changes in economic landscape of the region based on resource flow turbulence, decrease of goods and innovations life-cycles, information richness, speed of implementation of organizational and managerial decisions inherent in globalization and transferred to the regional level is to be acknowledged as productive.

As a result, competitiveness of the region is to be considered as oriented system with specific goal and adaptive internal environment. With a view to universally recognized experience, these are consecutive, permanent steps for positive changes of quality of life based on the synergy effect.

2. Methods

Competitiveness of the region was presented as a result of interrelations of “external” and “internal” environment in order to form competitive advantages of the territory.

“External environment” of competitiveness of the region was studied by means of “major cycles” model (Kondratyev, 1993) with a view to: a) trend changes; b) long-term cyclic changes. On the basis of the historiographical analysis areas of concentration of the most distinctive production forms in different Kondratyev
cycles were determined: progressive changes in technical-and-technological structure of the applied stock capital; industrial allocation schemes by periods of review; innovative growth “points” (Perroux, 1961); contradictions in interactions between competitive and sole regulators. Factor analysis resulted in determining two groups of factors promoting development of the region: “state” and “development” factors (Polynev, 2010). It is significantly that factors correspond to the region competitiveness level and act towards evolution according to the “herringbone” method (Ishikawa, 1985). It was found out that coincidence of factors impact results in formation of “the growth point” in the region based on transfer of absolute advantages into relative ones (Polynev, 2010). Counterphase is characterized by potency depression at appearance of real competitive advantages.

At superposing effect of factors complex to the results of automatic cyclic fluctuations one may notice distinctive structural changes in economic systems, which form territory competitiveness development trends (Table 1). They, in turn, promote start-up of the self-supported mechanism (innovations-production-innovations) and appearance of “the territories of growth” reflecting temporary non-replicated changes.

Table 1. Basic conditions for competitiveness of the regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competitive regions</th>
<th>Kondratyev major cycles 1st cycle</th>
<th>2nd cycle</th>
<th>3rd cycle</th>
<th>4th cycle</th>
<th>5th cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State factors</td>
<td>Economical-geographical position, concentration of production and capital</td>
<td>Mobility and quality of production factors</td>
<td>Diversification of production and capital</td>
<td>Structure and organization of production</td>
<td>Specialization and cooperation of sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development factors</td>
<td>Industrialization</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>Agglomeration</td>
<td>Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctive changes</td>
<td>Pole</td>
<td>Transformational</td>
<td>Adaptive</td>
<td>Accumulative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Territories of growth”</td>
<td>Areas of stage specialization</td>
<td>Areas of factory concentration</td>
<td>Complex treatment centers</td>
<td>High-volume line production</td>
<td>Scientific and production complexes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table was compiled based on the following references: (Lipets, Pulyarkin, & Schlichter, 1999; Baburin & Mazurov, 2000; Grinin, Korotaev, & Tsirel, 2011).

Intra-cyclic fluctuations are presented as a staged process with successively changeable basic resources (factors of production, investments, innovations, stock of tangible wealth) and effects (extensive, intensive, innovative economic growth, slowdown) (Porter, 1998). These changes enabled to determine limits of possible changes of the regional competitive environment, and the main vehicle for changes.

System analysis was applied (Bertalanfy, 1962) at modeling “internal” environment of the regional competitiveness, which enabled to mark out the following structural points: a) “a core” as a complex of long-run objectives ensuring life quality target growth and initiating adaptive transformations; b) “a periphery” ensuring different and productive relations with “external” environment and between system elements; c) “strategic level” supporting system integrity, setting the pace and direction of development, controlling the strategy. Mechanism of functioning is based on limitations of competitiveness objects (economic resources and access to the markets) and acts on the basis of transfer of absolute advantages to relative ones. The specified goal is to get benefit in terms of material (product and service growth) and non-material (image) competitive advantages. As a result, functioning of the regional competitiveness system may be presented by the following stepwise procedure: 1) formation of long-run objectives complex; 2) determination of labour forces parameters; 3) determination of directions for interregional competitiveness; 4) main subject strategies; 5) creation of cluster relations; 6) record of rate of changes. On all stages it is necessary to record time limits for the process of “leaving the competitors behind” that is connected with possible duplication of conditions and procedures in interregional competitiveness.

Application of above-mentioned and alternative methods resulted in possible study of the industrial region competitiveness as an algorithm for transition from the initial to the long-run competitiveness. It was assumed that transition into the state of competitiveness of the region is an adjustable and regulated (Kuznetsova & Kuznetsov, 2012), multiversion process constituting leading creation of absolute advantages with stepwise progress towards relative advantages and synergy overall effect.
3. Key Findings

3.1 Analysis of the Industrial Region Competitiveness

Choice of the industrial region as a research object proceeds from the practical need to simulate the regional competitiveness transition period from “the territory of growth” of the 4th Kondratyev cycle to the postindustrial development region. Nizhny Novgorod region RF became a good example (Gradov, Kuzin, Mednikov, & Sokolitsyn, 2003).

Post analysis showed that industrial region has: a) formed competitive advantages of the previous development period in terms of specialization in machine-building with the belt-line production centers; b) some entrances to the national markets of producer goods and intermediate products; c) monopoly of some plants; d) substantial scientific-and-production basis.

Destruction of administrative monopolism and extension of market relations involved the following activities in the region: transformation of competitiveness system in terms of changing “prospects core” with targeted settings of the 5th Kondratyev cycle; orientation towards the integration “development” factors; records of new production and scientific forms; adjustment of market economic conditions and variety of forms of ownership.

Experience of competitive industrial regions (Porter, Takeuchi, & Sakakibara, 2000) shows that their dynamics is characterized by special combination of “state” and “development” factors. Initial base is formed by relatively stable “state” factors: economical-geographical position, management system, organizations, institutional relations, legal basis, accrued social capital and image of the region. Advanced competitiveness of the region is connected with variable “development” factors: changes in qualifying-educational structure of an aggregate worker and appearance of new professions; creation and implementation of innovation programs and strategic planning objectives; implementation of advanced R&D; adoption of “economy of knowledge” results; opening of new markets and market niches to enter international differentiation of labor and maintain global competitiveness (Ohlin, 1967).

Content and status of “state” and “development” factors formed the region SWOT-analysis information base (Table 2).

Table 2. Competitive advantages SWOT-analysis. Nizhny Novgorod region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Weakness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Advantageous economical-geographical position</td>
<td>• Insufficient transport infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Developed scientific and production basis</td>
<td>• Lack of modern logistical centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High-grade research and educational institutions</td>
<td>• Lack of social investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Developed informational and financial infrastructure</td>
<td>• Consolidation of regional markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Relatively low business expenditures</td>
<td>• Weak small business sector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Investments into existing and new industrial-scientific clusters</td>
<td>• Need in natural resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consumer goods demand center</td>
<td>• Obsolete basic assets of traditional productions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• International expansion</td>
<td>• Increase of pressure to the regional business of international competitiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Investments into educational system based on specialization in hi-tech sectors</td>
<td>• Relatively low wages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strong migration flows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWOT-analysis of competitive advantages in Nizhny Novgorod region showed the following results:

• Economic-geographical position of the territory, available scientific and production potential and infrastructure of the industrial region may be considered as a basis for establishing the 5th Kondratyev cycle competitive region;

• The below complex transition activities are necessary: a) update of the technical and technological production basis; b) clustering of field integration schemes;

• Sequential and controlled activities of the regional management with regard to existing risks are needed;

• It is necessary to make a strategy for industrial region development adapting it with balance of real limitations and mid-term opportunities;
It is necessary to determine complex of long-term objectives with positive changes in aggregate labor structure and quality as a critical condition for high-quality life in the region.

Due to these notes, there is a possible increase of regional competitiveness by evolutionary and innovational changes (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evolutionary way (basic advantages)</th>
<th>Innovational way (formed advantages)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic-geographical position/factor relative density</td>
<td>Intellectual potential/comparative factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and logistics hub/extension effect</td>
<td>Scientific and educational complex/&quot;growth point&quot; effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer goods demand center/multiplier effect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific and industrial clusters/synergy effect</td>
<td>Accrued social capital/complex factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High quality life area/&quot;attraction&quot; effect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors.

Experience shows that these trajectories complement each other and may be used in concerted strategy. But evolutionary changes aim at “revitalization” of accrued potential, and innovational changes aim at prospective changes of qualitative and time-dependent advance of competitors. Resource-driven economy needs such internal interrelations, which give rise to the synergy effect, in order to achieve long-term competitiveness results. For post-industrial period these are varied transfers between industrial and scientific communities.

3.2 Evolutionary Trajectory for Creating Regional Competitive Advantages

Two groups of the region basic advantages are realized on the evolutionary way of competitiveness creation: natural and accrued. The first group is based on economic-geographical position with necessary conditions of complexity, complement ability, potential diversification and vast area of top income population groups with stable and intensive demand. In the first case, the region may be developed as a transport corridor, in the second case-as an area of specialized medium-tech small and middle production plants. In the industrial region under consideration two ways of increasing regional competitiveness are implemented: construction of a transport-logistic hub on the Eurasian transport corridor and creation of the consumer goods demand center (Government Regulation, Nizhny Novgorod region, 2006). And here are some disadvantages of these strategies: first, they are ineffective in the frames of stable negative external influences; second, there is a mid-term risk of non-compensated expansion of adopted experience to neighboring regions; third, lack of natural resources potential dictates continuous need in its realization by the most costly ways.

At the same time, one can see realization of the region competitive advantages resulting from the accrued scientific-and-production base. It works under conditions of the more intensive resource-and-information support and requires: detailed reorganization and technical-technological re-equipment with saving specialization; different forms of scientific and industrial cooperation; more effective scientific and industrial transfer; R&D quick replication and commercialization. Scientific and industrial clusters, where synergy effect is created from integration system of different-scale enterprises, quicker R&D implementation, possible competitive products on external markets, attraction of foreign investors to the region serve as a modern form of realizing competitive advantages of the region. Industrial innovation cluster of motor industry and petrochemical industry, Sarovsky innovation cluster (Russian cluster observatory, 2012), serve as examples of clusters existing within the territory under consideration. They effectively implement integration of scientific and industrial sectors based on the product demand on the national and international levels.

It should be noted that involvement of a low-quality labor force into forms of production decreases post-industrial competitiveness of the region. Principles of competitiveness of new cluster structure are violated: low costs due to employment of qualified but cheap labor forces; employee multifunctionality; quick adaptation to changing “external environment”. As a result, reacting factors set a lower “reference point” for the regional competitiveness and decrease “advance” time of competitive regions. Thus, study of the employee’s regional characteristics showed: low productivity, low educational level (223 employees of 1000 have higher education),


It is determined that evolutionary way of positive competitiveness change transforms basic and accrued advantages of the region resulting in new quality of material capital organization and realization and efficiency growth. But, it does not alter drastically employee’s characteristics as a non-reproducible advantage of the region.

3.3 Innovational Trajectory of Forming Regional Competitive Advantages

Innovational way of regional competitiveness development provides for connections with forming competitive advantages based on human capital assets, social capital and innovational infrastructure. The conditions for its realization are as follows: existing programs of maintaining education quality and its combination with practice, organizational and financial support of small innovational business, mass adoption of innovational behavior and professionalism. Realization of social capital requires increase of trust level in the society following generally recognized rules and values, use of social networks for self-organization and common activities. Innovational and industrial parks, scientific and educational complex as an uncopyable element of “economy of knowledge” are forms of realization of mentioned advantages. Such effect as “triple helix” self-supported mechanism (science-innovations-production) (Etzkowitz, 2012) is able to bring competitiveness of the region to the national and international standards level and to create an attractive brand of the innovational leader. A science park with scientific and educational base, pilot production, chain of small innovational enterprises-global leaders in ultrasonic equipment (MP Medusa), gyrotron production (MP GIKOM), medical optical tomography (MP Biomedtech)-was established in Nizhny Novgorod region on the basis of the Institute of Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of Science (Mechan, 2010).

Scientific and educational complex of the region is substantial and produces competitive advantages such as: qualitative staffing needs service; high level R&D in advanced fields of science, engineering and technology; creation of conditions for integration with production by means of mutual practices and pilot production; accumulation of intellectual capital and formation of an attractive regional brand. In our example, universities of the region lay the groundwork for competitive advantages as new generation of the specialists-carriers of high level knowledge and competences with creativeness. Nevertheless, general “nutrient” medium in the form of the small innovational business with real future projects and effective culture of competitive “consumption” of qualified specialists is not formed. Constraint factors are as follows: low level targeted investments into education, weak OF supportability, insufficient organizational basis for scientific and production cooperation, lack of complexity and continuity of educational process, weak development and productivity of the small innovational business. Thus, amount of man-power employed in the small business of the region (35% of total man-power employed) does not comply with West European standards (50-60%) (Mikhailov, 2014). At this, share of innovation-active organizations implementing technological, organizational, marketing innovations decreased from 18.4% (2009) to 15.4% (2013), number of organizations implementing R&D in absolute units also slightly changed from 90 (2009) to 96 (2013) (Nizhegorodstat, 2013).

An obligatory component of innovational ways for development of regional advantages is creation in the region of the high life quality area that is understood as spatial behavior of the local society under the influence of external existence conditions complex. As a multilevel system this area is based on the block of interrelations of economy and policy with high welfare demands expressed in absolute and relative GRP. The second level presents combination of spheres responsible for blocks of “welfare”, “security” and “freedom” with quality amenities expressed in the Human Development Index (HDI). Such parameters as employment, housing, social stability, self-realization acquire special meaning. The third level reflects satisfaction with life in this region and shows “effect of wellbeing”-created conditions of active society. The parameters here are such as lifetime and ecological and economic conditions. Cluster composition with valuable connections (science-innovations-production-society) that gives an effect of “social responsibility” is admitted for such area. In the region biomedical and recreation clusters, some health and environmental programs are being organized and implemented. But HDI dynamics indicates insufficient efforts of the region in terms of maintaining high quality life. (Report on human development in RF, 2013).

Innovational way of creating competitiveness of the region is characterized by preliminaries capacity, big non-material efforts, need in permanent performance control, need in demonstration effect.

4. Discussions

Thus, there are two interdependent ways of achieving competitiveness in the industrial region. First, way of evolutionary changes with gradual alteration of available production and scientific base, with cluster
organization and formation of optimal value chain. Maximum results: growth of labor efficiency. Second, way of innovational changes with breakthrough alterations such as aggregate worker, with high value added, with formation of self-supporting scientific and production mechanism of regional development. Maximum results: high life quality.

It should be noted that both ways are restricted by resources and finances, and by time. Besides, drawbacks of the first one lie in “old” specialization and in divestiture of new organization forms under conditions of old technical-and-technological proportions and proven managerial decisions. Under such conditions, competitiveness increaser strategy turns to be unstable towards the negative external effects, aggressive influence of the regional and international competitors. Poor own resource potential is an additional negative condition for developing competitiveness, and it dictates continuous need of its implementation by the mostly costly ways.

Innovational way of creating competitive advantages has a long-term return and is connected, in our opinion, with transformation of relative advantages into non-reproducible similar ones. Authors connecting competitiveness of the region with the long-term economic growth have the same opinion (Charles & Zegarra, 2014). Restrictions lie here in insufficient investments in “economy of knowledge”, weak science-intensive basic funds, lack of complexity and continuity of educational process, weak informal transfer in the small and medium innovation business sector. Innovational way is connected with poor formatted parameters: creativity, trust, happiness. It is known that social capital realization requires high level impersonal trust in the society, and it’s a result of complying with generally recognized rules and standards, values, that in its turn is a product of self-organization. In fact, there is a requirement to establish essential connections of economic and social phenomena.

Other approaches to formation of the regional competitiveness are presented by M. Porter, who considers them as a basis for stable cluster structures, which have better consistence with sources of achieving competitive advantages (Porter, 1998). Grounds in defend of separate study of competitiveness improvement ways are as follows: first, industrial region has another production structure with large-scale industry prevailing; second, there are some problems with transfer of the region to another level of competitiveness quality as opposed to efficiency increase based on combination of cooperation and competitiveness; third, it is necessary to record management activities in terms of qualitative change of both production factors and conditions of their application. Some authors (Castells, 2010) fairly criticize approach of one-to-one association of such definitions as “labor productivity” and “competitiveness of the region” and offers to use parameters of new technologies and fields for the latter one.

5. Conclusion

Study of the region as a complex system object theoretically results in the following: a) competitiveness of the region is determined as a goal-oriented system with adaptive “internal” environment subject to macroeconomic changes; b) dynamics of a competitive region subjects to long-term structural alterations, which are formed under the influence of “state” and “development” factors; c) structural theoretical model of competitiveness of the region has three elements, which form algorithm of transition from basic to prospective competitiveness by evolutionary and innovational ways.

Practical application of the theory in order to create competitiveness on a definite example of industrial region results in the following findings: competitiveness of the region may be achieved by evolutionary and innovational ways grounded on basic and formed advantages with different specific events and their effects.

On the whole one must admit necessity in parallel and maintaining use of both strategies for achieving stable competitive advantages of the region with possibility to be ahead of competitors in terms of time.

Further study of the subject is dictated by need in full review of structural and functional peculiarities of the regional competitiveness, basic conditions for development of competitive advantages of the region, factors promoting and preventing development of competitiveness in the region, ways and trajectories of regional competitiveness development. As a result, the following aspects of analysis are topical: competitiveness and resource potential of the region; competitiveness to labor productivity rate; competitiveness and life quality in the region. Special attention to these points would help the industrial territory to be out of doldrums.
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